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 9/12/2013 

TURBIE/EVO ENGINE BRACKET INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1. Remove hood, seat and gas tank. 
2. Lower the rear half of your suspension and hoist up the rear of the sled so you can access the front half of 

your tunnel 

 
3. Take pictures prior to moving all wiring and fuel lines to be sure you can get back to factory when completed. 
4. Move aside wiring and gas lines so you will be able to cut off the factory engine mount tabs on the factory 

heat exchanger. 
5. Note, this job is far easier if you remove the factory TCL bracket and jackshaft.  To do this, you will have to 

disassemble the chaincase to remove the locking sleeve that holds the bearing in place.  Please see the Arctic 
Cat shop manual which is available for download on our website. 
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6. Remove the bolts holding the running board support hoops – the bolt heads for these are located above the track 

near the front of the tunnel.  It requires a T-30 Torx socket or bit. 
7. Use a block of wood to support the back of the engine.  Remove the mag side motor mount bolt and remove the 

factory aluminum engine brace that contains the rubber mount. 

   
 
 
 

8. Test fit your engine support brackets – the rear bolt hole of the engine bracket should line up with the running 
board support hoops bolt holes (the bolts you just removed).  Using the front of the Turbie/EVO engine braces as 
a template, draw on the factory engine mounting tabs the approximate shape of the tabs that need to be 
removed.  You only need to remove enough of the factory tabs so the engine braces fit without interference.  
During the test fit, you will notice there are 2 rivet heads that will be under the engine brackets and will prevent 
them from sitting flush on the tunnel.  Using a 3/8” drill bit, drill the head of the rivet so it is flush with the tunnel.  
DO NOT DRILL ALL THE WAY THROUGH – JUST ENOUGH TO MAKE THE HEAD FLUSH WITH THE TUNNEL. 
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9. Using the rough template drawn above, rough cut the tabs off. (A sawzall with a long blade works well). (Clutch 
Side Pictured) If you have a 2012, your heat exchanger tab will look different from the picture below. (PTO Side 
Shown) 

 
10. After the tabs have been removed, clean up you work with an air grinder or dremel – be careful not to grind or 

puncture the heat exchanger. 

 
11. Install the Turbie/Evo engine support brackets by installing the running board support bolt through the rear hole 

of the bracket – the brackets are left and right and only go in one way. 
12. Modify the factory mag side factory aluminum engine bracket as follows: 
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13.  In order to make sure the brackets are installed correctly, tighten the rear running board support bolt.  
Temporarily Install the Turbie/Evo rubber motor mounts (If these were ordered with the bracket kit – otherwise 
reuse the factory mounts for this purpose) with the straight aluminum sleeves on both the PTO and Mag sides.  
Lightly tighten bolts.  With the motor mounts temporarily installed, use the front two holes of the engine support 
brackets as a template and drill the holes with a 5/16 drill bit.  An auto body type right angle air drill with a short 
bit is very helpful for the pto side.  If this tool is not available, you may have to remove the rubber intake plenum 
boot on the PTO side to properly drill the front hole. 
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14. Install the doublers on the underside of the tunnel with the supplied 5/16 x ¾” flange head bolts – Line up the 
holes you drilled in step 14 with the holes on the doubler plates.  The bolt heads must be through bolted from 
the bottom!  Secure the engine braces using the 5/16” serrated flange nuts.  Apply green Locktite to the top of 
the threads protruding through the nut.   

 
 
 

 
15. Torque all fasteners with blue Loctite.  

 
16. Re-rivet factory fuel filter clip with the three washers underneath and rivet.  

 
17. Re-install all wiring and fuel lines back to original places and reinstall fuel tank, seat, hood and rear 

suspension. 
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